CYCLONES ARE HUMBLED BY HAYWEEKIE WARRIORS

Hundreds of Rooters Witness Game Between Time Honored Opponents

Before an enthusiastic crowd, which filled the arena Saturday night, the Iowa team played against the Creighton University team, and the Creighton boys showed that they were not able to maintain the victory for long. The game lasted for two periods of 20 minutes each, and the Creighton boys were defeated by the Iowa team.

Details of the Game:

The Iowa team, led by Ralph Harwell and James Jacobson, scored 39 points in the first period, while the Creighton team scored 19. The Iowa team then led by 10 points and continued to hold the lead throughout the game. The Creighton team made a comeback in the second period, but the Iowa team maintained its lead and won the game by a score of 79-58.

The Iowa team was led by Ralph Harwell, who scored 25 points, and James Jacobson, who scored 16 points. The Creighton team was led by John Jones, who scored 10 points.

The Iowa team played a well-coordinated defense, preventing the Creighton team from scoring efficiently. The Creighton team, on the other hand, struggled to find a rhythm and scored only 58 points.

The Iowa team will now prepare for their next game, which is scheduled against a different opponent. The team is expected to continue its winning streak in the coming games.
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GRAHAM TAYLOR TO BE HERE MONDAY

General Lecture Will Be Given

Professor Graham Taylor, well-known English football manager, will give a general lecture on football and its development in Britain on Monday at 11 a.m. in the Memorial Hall. Professor Taylor will discuss the history and evolution of football, the various tactics and strategies used in the game, and the impact of football on society. The lecture is free and open to the public.

The lecture will be followed by a Q&A session, where attendees can ask questions and engage in a discussion about football. The lecture is expected to attract a large audience of football enthusiasts and sports lovers.

The lecture will be followed by a Q&A session, where attendees can ask questions and engage in a discussion about football. The lecture is expected to attract a large audience of football enthusiasts and sports lovers.

WRONG IDEA OF THE REAL ARTIST

Difficult to Convince Many of Real

Margaretume of Name Not Familiar to Them

Dean Raymond says that it is very difficult for him to make the people understand in advance that an artist is sometimes getting his or her fame not because it is a household name, like that of Schumann-Hensel of Paderewski. And many people know many things about an artist, because they do not realize that the really great artist is born to be...

The Daily Iowa
Don’t Worry, There’s Plenty of Coal, Only You Must Let Us Know A Little Ahead

The International Geographical Congress says that in the world there are three million tons of coal yet untapped. That’s enough for 7,000,000—early only that’s all. C. W. THOMPSON

COMING EVENTS

Feb. 17—University thiệtal librrary con.
Feb. 18—Annual lecture of Sigma Xi
Feb. 21—Northwestern at Iowa City
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English Theater
Raymond Paine

"THE GIRL QUESTION"

Monday Tuesday, Wednesday

FEB. 2, 3, 4

Admission 10¢-20¢-30¢
Iowa. On the upper Midwestern there are innumerable views. One part has been called "The Switzerland of America." Part of this region is becoming popular as a summer resort. Slides of Clear Lake and Lake Okoboji were also shown. "It is probably a conservative estimate to say that 100,000 persons visit the Okoboji from June to September," and Mr. Harwood. "It is not an uncommon sight to count 1,000 to 2,000 autos at the lakes any Sunday during the summer. The tourists are from Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri. It is quite evident that these people like Iowa."

Pictures of churches were thrown on the screen and facts were presented to show that religion prevails in Iowa. "Iowa has almost as many church members as Kansas and Nebraska combined," was one assertion. "There are enough members of the Methodist church in this state to make five cities the size of Cedar Rapids."

Views of high school buildings were displayed. In 1912 Iowa was the sixth state in the Union in the number of public high schools. It was about half as many as Minnesota, California and Wisconsin. The rectangularity of the state in conforming many different kinds of employment was emphasized. Pictures were shown of a successful tobacco raising experiment. Another slide is a panorama in which there are five thousand trees and in which 2,000 Christmas trees are raised each year.

Pictures of old people's homes: several lodges, clerks, office, monasteries, public buildings, hospitals, and golf links were shown. In addition several slides of the university and Iowa City were displayed to the auditories at the state university. "Iowa is probably the first in the United States in number of telephone subscribers. There are enough rural phones in the state to give every five persons in the capital city."

"They like Iowa because they can come here from other states, make money and regain their health," was another statement made. "There is a farmer south of Tama who arrived seven years ago without a dollar, and now he is buying a $5,000 farm having already paid down $5,000. It is any wonder he likes Iowa?" Many other examples were given to show the money making possibilities in Iowa. The slogan "Buying Iowa" was advanced by the speaker. "There are many beautiful spots in Iowa."

Christine Miller
FIRST "COMMUNITY INSTITUTE" IN THE STATE UNDER UNIVERSITY AUTHORITY
Seven Speakers Go From Iowa City As Lecturers Under the Extension Department of the State University—A Unique Experiment.

Under the auspices of the Commercial club and the federation of Iowa women's clubs a "community institute" will be held in Audubon, February 3, 4 and 7, the program being farmed by the extension division of the state university.

Seven speakers will be present for the three-day sessions, representing many departments at the state institution. They will speak on subjects of interest to the housewife, the retail merchant, the parent, the tax payer and the farmer—"in fact to the individuals of almost every walk in life.

Every effort will be made to make the lectures of practical benefit. Here is in the synopsis of the illustrated lecture for the retail merchant, the subject being, "Service is the Key." This forms an hay Auxiliary lecture for the sale laces and value it ought to be in any city in showing the most effective types of modern merchandising plans followed by the most successful retailers in regard to store service. These are described and the whole lecture is one of great practical helpfulness to all retailers. The lecture takes the broad ground that advertising must concern itself with every factor of distribution. Better merchandising and better service are needed to support and give adequate returns to the better advertising that is coming out every year. But this theme is abundantly illustrated. The idea of the illustrated lecture as given in "Infant Death and Health in Iowa," can be obtained from the following: "Out of every five babies born in the United States approximately one dies before reaching its first birthday, Out of every six deaths one is that of an infant less than one year old. This condition is not confined to large cities, with their farms and congestions—but also exists in our agricultural states. It has been found that this appalling loss of human life is needless. But a large part of these early deaths are preventable, that the infant rate can be greatly lowered, and that these preventable deaths are simply deaths of ignorance and can be supplied in any home. These principles of safety and prevention will be described in an illustrated lecture.

Ladies' Shoes shined at Stewart's.

Your Valentine
A Box of Flowers
"When Words Fail"

Store Opposite Campus
Greenhouse 700 Church St.

Audubon will be Place of Institute

SCIENSE AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5
SEATS 75 SEATS
AT WIENKE'S WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4

Ries Book Store
Supplies paper for any size Loose Leaf Note Books.
Stationery, Typewriter Paper and Ribbons, School and Office Supplies, Fountain Pens. Prices the Lowest. 28 S. CLINTON ST.
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The Daily Iowan
Will be sent to your room Every Morning Before Breakfast, for the Rest of the Year.

The Most Interesting Half of the Collegiate Year Yet to Come

REPORTS OF
Basketball Season, Track Season, Wrestling Season, Baseball Season, Every Game, Meet, and Event of these Seasons Reported Accurately, Activities of the Classes and Colleges Yet to Come,

You Cannot Afford to Not Keep Up with the Progress of Your University.
IT WILL COST YOU BUT

$1.50
The Daily Iowan
Send Card with Name and Address or drop in at the office.
YOU KNOW WHERE IT IS.